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Abstract. Blockchain phenomena is similar to the last century gold rush.
Blockchain technologies are publicized as being the technical solution for
fully decentralizing activities that were for centuries centralized such as
administration and banking. Therefore, prominent socio-economical actors
all over the world are attracted and ready to invest in these technologies.
Despite their large publicity, blockchains are far from being a technology
ready to be used in critical economical applications and scientists multiply
their effort in warning about the risks of using this technology before
understanding and fully mastering it. That is, a blockchain technology
evolves in a complex environment where rational and irrational behaviors
are melted with faults and attacks.
This position paper advocates that the theoretical foundations of blockchains
should be a cross research between classical distributed systems, dis-
tributed cryptography, self-organized micro-economies, game theory and
formal methods. We discuss in the following a set of open research direc-
tions interesting in this context.

1 Introduction

Blockchain systems became today one of the most appealing area of research
motivated mainly by the recent speculations on crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin
[72] or Ethereum [85]. A blockchain is a distributed ledger that mimics the
functioning of a classical traditional ledger (i.e. transparency and falsification-
proof of documentation) in an untrusted environment where the computation is
distributed. The set of participants to the system are not known and it varies
during the execution. Moreover, each participant follows his own rules to maximize
its welfare.

Blockchain systems maintain a continuously-growing list of ordered blocks
that include one or more transactions1 that have been verified by the members
of the system, called miners. Blocks are linked using cryptography and the order
of blocks in the blockchain is the result of a form of agreement among the system
participants. Participants strongly agree only on a prefix of the blockchain, the
suffix of the blockchain may be different from one participant to another.

? This position paper is based on the homonymous ERC Advanced submission [80].
1 Transaction is used here as a generic name to be adapted to a broad class of use

cases. For example, a transaction in Bitcoin [72] or Ethereum [85] can be a transfer
of digital money or assets.
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Blockchain systems, beyond their incontestable assets such as decentralization,
simple design and relative easy use, are not free of incidents and limitations. The
most popular incident reported for Ethereum for example was the 60 million
dollars ether theft which was possible by simply exploiting an error in the code
and the lack of system specification.

A recent scientific analysis, [50], focus on several limitations of the most
popular blockchain, Bitcoin, such as: weak security, low quality of services,
storage limitations, low throughput and high cost and weak consistency.

Therefore, despite their large publicity blockchains are far from being a
technology ready to be used in critical economical applications and scientists
multiply their efforts in warning about the risks of using this technology before
understanding and fully mastering it. Interestingly, many recent attempts to
alarm on vulnerabilities of popular blockchains like Bitcoin are target of defenders
brigading.

Nevertheless, once fully mastered, Blockchain systems will be the technical
solution for fully decentralizing activities that were for centuries centralized
such as for example administration or banking. The applications of tomorrow
that potentially will be blockchainized are all different from each other. These
applications may range from IoTs to notary passing by administration, banking
or health. These applications have various consistency and quality of services
requirements. Therefore, we advocate that there will not be only one blockchain
but a family of modular blockchains that will have to offer various qualities of
services and that will be eventually interconnected.

It should be noted that differently from classical distributed applications,
some blockchains have a strong economical aspect since participants should
be constantly incited to participate to the system welfare by rewarding their
contribution. This contribution is materialized either in the energy spent in
solving cryptographic puzzles in order to generate blocks or in the bandwidth
spent to route transactions and blocks. If participants massively leave the system
then the system collapses, phenomenon known in economy as the tragedy of
commons. In order to avoid this phenomenon, blockchains have to cross-over new
distributed formally verified and proven algorithms with game theory tools and
also government rules issued from self-organized micro-economies.

1.1 State of the art

The birth of blockchains systems, as for the case of P2P systems in the early
2000, was in the non academic research. After the releasing of the most popular
blockchains (e.g. Bitcoin [72] or Ethereum [85]) with a specific focus on economical
transactions their huge potential for various other applications became evident.

Their popularity, transformed blockchains in a huge social experiment that
confirmed the fact that blockchains can be a viable alternative for distributed
systems of tomorrow. Starting with this point, blockchain area started to became
the focus of the academical research.

Interestingly, only recently distributed computing scientist started to investi-
gate theoretical aspects of blockchains and several directions of research can be
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identified: blockchains based on proof-of-work and its alternatives such as proof-
of-stake, proof-of-space or proof-of-authority, blockchains using as underlying
building block the achievements in classical practical Byzantine fault-tolerance
and finally sortition based blockchains.

The theoretical study of proof-of-work based blockchains has been pioneered
by Garay et al [58]. They decorticate the pseudo-code of Bitcoin and analyze its
agreement aspects considering a synchronous round-based communication model.
That is, messages sent in a round are assumed to arrive in the next round. This
study has been extended by Pass et al [77] to round based systems where messages
sent in a round can be received later. The major criticisms for the proof-of-work
approach are as follows: it is assumed that the honest miners hold a majority of
the computational power, the generation of a block is energetically costly which
yielded to the creation of mining pools and finally, the multiple blockchains that
coexist in the system. Interestingly, the two alternatives for proof-of-work such
as proof-of-stake (the power of block building is proportional to the amount of
money they own in the system) or proof-of-authority (the power of block building
is proportional to the amount of authority they own in the system) have not
yet been fully analyzed from a theoretical point of view. The line of research
that addresses the consensus in proof-of-stake based blockchains is pioneered
by Daian et al. [51] that proposes a protocol for weakly synchronous networks.
The execution of the protocol is organized in epochs. Similar to Bitcoin-NG [53]
described below in each epoch a different committee is elected and inside the
elected committee a leader will be chosen. The leader is allowed to extend the
new blockchain. The protocol is validated via simulations and only partial proofs
of correctness are provided.

In order to overcome the drawbacks of Bicoin, [53] proposes a mix between
proof-of-work blockchains and proof-of-work free blockchains referred as Bitcoin-
NG. The idea is that the execution of the system is organized in epochs. In
each epoch a leader elected via a proof-of-work mechanism will decide the order
transactions that will be committed in the blockchain till the next epoch. Bitcoin-
NG inherits the drawbacks of Bitcoin: costly proof-of-work process, forks, no
guarantee that a leader in an epoch is unique, no guarantee that the leader do
not change the history at will if the leader is corrupted.

Later, [66] initiates an alternative to the proof-of-work based blockchains,
named Byzcoin. Their research build on top of practical Byzantine fault-tolerance
[45] enhanced with a scalable collective signing process. [66] is based on a leader-
based consensus over a group of members chosen based on a proof-of-membership
mechanism. As in Bitcoin, when a miner succeeds to mine a block it is included
in the voting members set that excludes one member. This protocol also inherits
some of the Bitcoin problems and vulnerabilities. Also Byzcoin voting core can
be totally corrupted by a dynamic adversary. More recently, SBFT [60] and
Hyperledger Fabric [21] build also on top of [45]. In the same spirit, [49] proposes
for the first time a leader-free algorithm to solve Consensus among participants
in a consortium Blockchain where the specifications has been adapted to the
Blockchain scenario. The same specification is then considered in DBFT [48], an
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evolution of the consensus algorithm in [49], in Tendermint Consensus algorithm
[43]. In the same line of research have been proposed recently SBFT [60] and
Hot-Stuff [14].

In order to avoid some of the previously cited problems, Micali [70] introduced
(further extended in [29, 46]) the sortition based blockchains that completely
replace the proof-of-work mechanism by sortition. These works focus again the
agreement aspects of blockchains using probabilistic ingredients. More specifically,
the set of nodes that are allowed to produce and validate blocks are randomly
chosen and they change over the time. Interestingly, the study focuses only on
synchronous round-based communication models which do not reflect the reality
of blockchain technologies.

In another line of research, Pass et al. address in [78] one of the vulnerabilities
of Bitcoin studied formally in Eyal and Sirer [54]. In [54] the authors prove that
if the adversary controls a coalition of miners holding even a minority fraction
of the computational power, this coalition can gain twice its share. Fruitchain
proposed in [78] overcomes this problem by ensuring that no coalition controlling
less than a majority of the computing power can gain more than a factor 1 + 3δ
by not respecting the protocol, where δ is a parameter of the protocol.

A full overview of the agreement protocols designed for blockchain systems
can be found in [57].

Another interesting line of research, has been opened by Decker et al. [52]
related to the blockchains consistency. They propose PeerCensus system that
targets to provide the linearizability of transactions. PeerCensus combines, similar
to Byzcoin, the proof-of-work blockchain and the classical results in practical
byzantine agreement fault tolerance. This line of research has been continued in
[20, 24, 47, 22].

All the above mentioned studies leave a huge unexplored space in the theoret-
ical distributed aspects of blockchains. Moreover, even though a strong effort has
been recently dedicated to formalizing blockchain systems, it comes to evidence
that blockchains still lack of formalization and theoretical understanding of their
properties and their level of consistency face to system asynchrony, churn and
partitions, rational and irrational behaviors and multiple types of faults and
attacks. This important drawback limits drastically the integration of blockchains
in industrial applications despite the huge interest of the main industrial actors
in this technology. In the following we detail open research directions that may
help in integrating blockchain solutions in practical applications.

2 Explore novel models of reliability for blockchains

Faults are studied in distributed systems for decades [25] and most of the time
in isolation. Interestingly, faults and behaviors are defined in the distributed
systems literature in a verbose mode which, in most of the cases leaves the place
to the interpretation.

In a very popular paper, Laprie et al. [26] the authors describe and classify the
distributed system faults, errors and failures. Interestingly, Byzantine Altruistic
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and Rational model, a.k.a BAR [16]. BAR model identifies three categories of
processes: altruistic, those who follow a prescribed protocol; rationals, those
who act in order to maximise their utility function; and Byzantines, those who
may rationally deviate from a prescribed protocol. This later behavior can be
seen as rational Byzantine behavior. In [13] the authors introduce the notion of
robustness of a distributed system by introducing the notions of k-resiliency and
t-immunity. In a k-resilient equilibrium there is no coalition of k players having
an incentive to simultaneously change strategy to get a better outcome. On the
other hand, the concept of t-immunity evaluates the risk of a set of t players to
have a Byzantine behavior. It should be noted that the property of t-immunity
is often impossible to be satisfied in practical systems [12].

In the context of blockchains, Micali et al [46] advocate that blockchains
should be tolerant to churn and a to very powerful dynamic adversary. Informally
speaking, this adversary ”can corrupt any user he wants, at any time; totally
control and perfectly coordinate all corrupted users and schedule de delivery
of messages”. Moreover, Blockchains area brings a new direction of research by
exposing rational behavior with effects similar to the irrational ones. This type
of behavior is extensively studied in economics theories as for example the Elinor
Ostrom work [75, 64, 74].

The hierarchy of Laprie et al. [26] extended with the BAR model or the (k, t)-
robustness model totally covers complex faults experienced in blockchains such
as dynamic adversaries, churn, transient faults, rational and irrational behaviors
or combinations. Therefore, several research directions need to be explored in
this context.

2.1 Blockchains robustness to dynamic adversaries

The dynamic adversary that affects blockchains described by Micali in [46] has a
Byzantine flavor and has similarities with Mobile Byzantine Adversaries studied
in classical distributed systems. Intuitively, a mobile byzantine adversary can
move agents from a process to another in order to deviate the process computation.
When a process is infected by an adversarial agent, it behaves arbitrarily until
the adversary decides to ”move” the agent to another process. Most of the
literature on Mobile Byzantine Adversaries [27, 44, 56, 76, 81, 83, 40] considered
so far synchronous round-based models and only between two consecutive rounds,
Byzantine agents are allowed to move from one process to another. Hence the set
of faulty processes at any given time has a bounded size, yet its membership may
evolve from one round to the next. It is obvious that adversaries described so
far by the classical distributed literature do not match the Micali’s description
of dynamic adversary in blockchains. A challenge would be to explore Mobile
Byzantine Adversaries decoupled from the synchronous communication of the
system. However, this line of research still does not cover the dynamic adversary
in blockchains and further research is needed in this direction.

Therefore, the main challenge will be the formal specification of the robustness
of blockchains face to dynamic adversaries.
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2.2 Robustness to rationality and irrationality

Common resources in blockchain systems can be seen at different levels. Partici-
pants gain a financial benefit from generating blocks. However, they bring to the
system their energy. Moreover, the system itself uses participants as resources
since functionalities of the system such as routing, overlay maintenance, mining
or agreement, are totally dependent on the presence of the participants. The
risk in these systems, as the one advertised recently for Bitcoin, is the fact
that participants will leave the system and hence the system collapses. This
phenomenon is known in economy as the tragedy of commons. Commons have
similarities to the fair resource sharing in P2P networks where peers express
rational behaviors. Each peer in a resource sharing system gains a certain benefit
from using the system and pays a certain cost participating to it. The incentives
solutions proposed so far in P2P networks (e.g. [19]) are most of the time evalu-
ated in an empirical model without no formalization. Also these solutions are
not designed to cope with dynamic adversaries.

In order to avoid the tragedy of commons phenomenon in blockchains, new
solutions have to be designed by combining self-organized micro-economies theo-
ries (in particular the work of Nobel Prize Elinor Ostrom) with on-the-shelf tools
issued from mechanisms and game theories.

A first step would be to understand the effect of various behaviors on
blockchain systems. From the game perspective point of view rationality in
blockchains has been studies in [30] (for the case of Bitcoin protocol) or [82] (for
the case of proof-of-stake protocols). Recently, in [17] the authors explore the
robustness of Tendermint consensus core to rational and Byzantine behaviors.
They analyze equilibrium interactions between Byzantine and rational committee
members and derive conditions under which consensus properties are satisfied or
not in equilibrium. However, the proposed framework is not general enough to
be applied to other blockchain building blocks.

The challenge here will be to define a unified framework for specifying rational
and irrational behaviors all together with mobility of faults and attacks and propose
incentive rules tolerant to these behaviors.

One possible solution is first to extend first model proposed in [16] to the
specificities of blockchain systems. In [16] the authors define a Byzantine Altruistic
Rational Tolerant (BART) the protocol that guarantees the specified set of safety
and liveness properties in the presence of all rational deviations A protocol is said
Incentive-Compatible Byzantine Fault Tolerant (IC-BFT) if any rational user is
incentivized to follow the prescribed protocol, also in presence of byzantine users.
Then, to make practical the model proposed in [13] by relaxing the requirements
in terms of t-immunity. Then, propose combined rules resulted from various
theories (games theory, mechanisms theory) that will be encoded in incentive
rules.
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3 Formal abstractions for blockchains consistency

A large number of political, economical and social organisms invoke the possibility
of blockchainize their activity. Obviously, the data that will be stored on the
blockchain in each of these applications may have various levels of coherency:
starting with very strong coherency for the case of banking or notary applications
and finishing with weak coherency for applications such as IoTs. Identifying the
exact requirements of coherency for representative applications in each class will
be core of the current workpackage.

Studying the level of coherency provided by existing blockchains is related
to the distributed shared register area. However, the similarity is moderated. A
distributed register is a shared variable accessed by a set of processes through two
operations, namely write() and read(). Informally, the write() operation updates
the value stored in the shared variable while the read() obtains the value contained
in the shared variable. The classical registers definitions [67] have been extended
to the self-stabilizing area in [36]. This work considers that the system can be
hit by arbitrary errors.

It should be noted that none of the above mentioned classical definitions
captures the behavior of the popular blockchains such as Ethereum and Bitcoin.
That is, values written in a classical register are potentially independent, and
during the execution, the size of the register remains the same. In contrast, a new
block cannot be written in the blockchain if it does not depend on the previous
one, and successive writings in the blockchain increase its size. Also, differently
from stabilizing registers, the prefix of the blockchain eventually converges, while
no guarantees hold for the last created blocks.

The challenge here is to define new consistency abstractions that will capture
the semantics of blockchains.

3.1 Defining new consistency abstractions for blockchains

The first effort in specifying the properties of permissionless blockchain systems
is due to Garay and Kiayias [58]. They characterized Bitcoin blockchain via its
quality and its common prefix properties, i.e., they define an invariant that this
protocol has to satisfy in order to verify with high probability an eventually
consistent prefix. This line of work has been continued by [78]. In order to model
the behavior of distributed ledgers at runtime, Girault et al. [59] present an
implementation of the Monotonic Prefix Consistency (MPC) criterion and showed
that no criterion stronger than MPC can be implemented in a partition-prone
message-passing system. On the other hand, the proposed formalization does not
propose weaker consistency semantics more suitable for proof-of-work blockchains
as BitCoin. In the same line of research, in [20], Anceaume et al. propose a new
data type to formally model distributed ledgers and their behavior at runtime.
They provide consistency criteria to capture the correct behavior of current
blockchain proposals in a unified framework. In parallel and independently of
[20], Anta et al [23] propose a formalization of distributed ledgers modeled as an
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ordered list of records. The authors propose three consistency criteria: eventual
consistency, sequential consistency and linearizability.

Providing an unified framework able to capture the specificity of blockchain
systems is still an open problem.

Moreover, formalizing the definition of this class of blockchain consistency
will help in further proving the correctness and formally verifying algorithms
that implement them. The semantic of the consistency can be express in terms of
events and partial orders to these events. Note that for the classical consistency
criteria the recent work of Gotsman et al. [61] provided a rich formalism based
on token systems. However, this formalism should be extended to the blockchain
context.

3.2 Design and formally prove new consistency algorithms tolerant
to complex behaviors

It should be noted that existing effort for implementing coherency in blockchains
(e.g. [58, 70, 29]) concentrate on solving the agreement (consensus) problem. How-
ever, it is already folklore that consensus is impossible to solve deterministically
in asynchronous environments [55]. As pointed out in the state of the art section
implementing blockchain probabilistic consensus in asynchronous environments
subject to dynamic faults is still an open problem. The deterministic implemen-
tation of registers (even with strong consistency guarantees) in various models
characterized by the presence of multiple types of faults (crashes, byzantine,
dynamic byzantine or transient) have been investigated in the past [37, 36, 38,
41]. In blockchain systems, recent effort has been directed to both formalizing
and implementing consistency criteria in systems prone to faults or Byzantine
behaviors [20, 24, 47, 22].

None of the above proposed solutions work with the severe model of blockchain
adversary including rationality , irrationality, churns or partitions. Therefore, the
implementation of blockchain objects with various consistency guarantees in a
asynchronous environment with dynamic models of adversary when the size of
the network is unknown is a real challenge that might be mitigated by combining
the framework in [41] with abstractions such as k-quorums defined in [15] and
sortition techniques or intersecting sets (i.e. the secure version of the classical
distributed quorum systems).

4 Develop correct-by-construction agreement algorithms
for blockchains

The core of blockchains technologies is the agreement problem, studied in an
environment where participants to the agreement may be controlled by a dynamic
adversary. This form of agreement is known in distributed computing as Byzantine
Agreement. Briefly stated, it requires that processors, some of which being
potentially malicious, start the computation with an initial value and decide on
the same value.
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Byzantine Agreement, introduced by Lamport et al. [68], has been studied
for decades in static distributed systems under different aspects (e.g., possibility,
complexity, cost) in various models (from synchronous to asynchronous, from
authenticated to anonymous) with different methodologies (deterministic or
probabilistic).

4.1 Feasibility of blockchain agreement face to complex faults and
behaviors

Garay et al [58] and [70] pioneered the study of Byzantine Agreement in
blockchains. However, their studies are restricted to only round-based synchronous
systems.

In [35] the authors study deterministic Byzantine Agreement in environments
where the set of nodes controlled by the adversary may change over time. Contrary
to other approaches, the model considers that a process previously affected by
the adversary may send messages (based on a corrupted state), it will behave
correctly in the way it sends those messages: i.e., send messages according to
the algorithm. This behavior is very similar to the way the adversary acts in
blockchains systems. Interestingly, in order to implement Byzantine Agreement
under the assumption of dynamic Byzantine adversary a system needs at least
5f + 1 nodes while in the case of static Byzantine adversary only 3f + 1 are
sufficient, where f is the number of nodes controlled by the Byzantine. These
studies leaves a huge avenue to be explored. First, there is no extension of [35]
to round-free environments. Second, in the same model of adversary there is
no study related to feasibility of the agreement problem when the adversary
movement is decoupled from the synchronous round of computation.

The above works do not implement agreement in asynchronous systems prone
to dynamic adversary, rationality or churn.

An interesting challenge would be to explore the asynchronous probabilistic
Byzantine agreement in systems prone to dynamic adversary and churn and
where processes may have rational behaviors. One of possible solutions would
be to considered the methodology proposed in [35] to round free churn exposed
systems combined with sortition techniques and incentives rules issues from
games and mechanisms theories.

4.2 New abstractions for blockchain agreement

Agreement in blockchains has an Approximate agreement flavor since the agree-
ment on blockchains should be guaranteed not on an exact value. In systems hit
by Mobile Byzantine Adversaries (the closes to the blockchain dynamic adversary)
[39] formalized the approximate agreement and prove lower bounds on problem
solvability in various dynamic adversary models and further propose an optimal
algorithm for approximate agreement in round based systems. The lower bounds
range from n > 3f + 1 to n > 6f + 1 depending on the type of adversary.

The previous results do not cover the blockchain agreement for several reasons:
blockchains are not round-based, the adversary is not bounded to the rounds
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change, the agreement value is not a real value but a prefix of an ever changing
blockchain.

Formalizing the bockchain approximate agreement and then proposing solu-
tions in asynchronous environments hit by a dynamic adversary and rationality
is the scientific lock here.

5 Develop correct-by-construction overlays and routing
algorithms for blockchains

Blockchain underlying overlays and the associate routing are totally unexplored
from theoretical point of view. However, the performances of blockchains tech-
nologies heavily depend on the performances of the underlying routing process.
Recently, Lightning technologies imposed themselves as a viable direction for im-
proving the blockchains throughput. This technology builds on top of blockchains
(e.g. Bitcoin) an overlay of secured channels opened by two parties involved in
long term multi-transactions. This overlay is further used to route transactions.
Although blockchain technologies make strong assumptions on their underlying
overlays there is no academic research that focus these overlays. The only prior
research on the overlays topic has been developed in the context of dynamic
networks such as P2P or wireless networks.

Another interesting point to be explored is the liveness of the overlay and
more generally of the system. In blockchains the welfare of participants is a crucial
factor. When participants desert the system in proof-of-work based blockchains
the security of the system sinks which yields to the global sink of the system.
This phenomenon is known in economy as the tragedy of commons.

5.1 New abstractions for blockchain overlays

Expenders theory proved recently its effectiveness for constructing overlays
resilient to churn and partitions. The (node) expansion of an undirected graph is
a characterization of the graph robustness. That is, graphs with good expansion
are hard to be partitioned into a number of large connected components. In
this sense, the expansion of a graph can be seen as a good evaluation of its
resilience to faults and churn. However, the expansion of tree overlays is trivially
O(1/n). This weakness to faults explains why tree overlays are not pervasive in
real applications.

In [65] the authors measured the robustness of tree overlay networks by
evaluating their graph expansion and proposed a logarithmic algorithm for the
construction of a constant degree self* expander that improve the resilience to
churn of P2P tree-overlays.

The existing works are not tolerant to dynamic adversaries which can discon-
nect the overlay before its stabilization. The unexplored yet research direction
concerns the construction of constant degree expenders tolerant to dynamic Byzan-
tine behavior and multiple types of faults. A possible solution would be to extend
the methodology in [65] with sortition techniques.
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5.2 New formally verified routing protocols for blockchains

In order to increase the throughput in Bitcoin, the non academical research in
blockchains proposed recently lightning routing networks [79]. Secured channels
between two or more participants are opened on top of Bitcoin and transactions
are routed on top of the virtual network formed by these channels. Routing in
lightning networks has some similarities with routing in P2P or mobile wireless
networks or delay tolerant networks. Flare, [?], for example the most prominent
lightning routing was inspired by the wireless ZRP routing.

Interestingly, there is no formal academic research on this topic so far and our
preliminary studies show that Flare (and its derivates) present severe limitations
such as weak resilience to churn or deadlocks. Moreover, none of these lightning
routing protocols has been exposed to multiple types of faults, attacks or dynamic
adversaries.

The most studied overlay for routing in classical distributed systems and
networking theory is the minimum spanning tree (MST). Research on spanning
trees tolerant to multiple faults has been conducted in [31, 34, 32, 33]. None of
the above cited algorithms is resilient to dynamic adversaries in conjunction
with churn and attacks. The challenge here will be the design of new routing
algorithms optimized for the context of lightning networks subject to multiple
types of faults, attacks, rationality and dynamic adversaries.

6 Blockchains Interoperability

There are currently several operational systems for achieving interoperability
between different blockchains such as Cosmos [3] or Polkadot [10]. These systems
can be classified into two categories according to their decentralization level:
systems that use a trusted third-party to validate transactions or systems that
realize it directly between blockchains without the need of a trusted third-party.

In order to execute an exchange or a swap (i.e., a set of transactions between
parties), transacting agents (i.e., blockchain users) are provided with a protocol
to stick to. A protocol in this case consists of a specific sequence of instructions
agents should perform to preserve the ACID properties [69] of the individual
transactions or exchanges.

The first atomic swap solution has been proposed for Bitcoin by Nolan [73]
making use of hash-time locked contracts enabling conditional assets transfers.
Decred [4] implements Nolan’s algorithm on UTXO-based premissionless. In [63]
the authors generalize and prove correct Nolan’s scheme. Other projects such as
BartherDEX [7], part of the Komodo project [6], represents a cross-chain solution
that matches orders and defines the swap protocol or Blockchain.io [2] implements
atomic cross-chain swaps by combining centralized components (order matching)
with decentralized ones (trade settlement and execution). These projects are not
yet formally proved correct.

The academic research focuses on hybrid swap protocols, replacing decentral-
ized commitment/locking schemes (hash-locks) with centralized ones, resulting
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more attractive and efficient. AC3TW and AC3WN [86] protocols propose atomic
cross-chain swaps respectively with centralized and distributed trusted authorities
(i.e. witnesses) It should be noted that different swap protocols differ essentially
in the involved parties. The set of swap participants can be composed only of
the asset owners (e.g., as in [63]) or by owners accompanied by a trusted third
party (e.g., as in the AC3TW protocol [86]).

In [28] the authors propose a generic game theoretical framework that formal-
izes the swap problem and characterize equilibria of two representative recent
protocols presented in [73] and [86] respectively. In the case of the protocol
proposed in [73] and generalised in [63], following the protocol is the unique
subgame perfect equilibrium (in dominant strategies), while in the case of the
protocol proposed in [86], following the protocol is a Nash equilibrium.

This work opens several research directions. Swap protocols and more generally
blockchain intercommunication are not yet properly formalized and analyzed.

An important challenge in this area is to fully formalize the problem and
analyze the robustness of protocols that implement it to both rational and
irrational behaviors, dynamic adversaries and attacks and coalitions.

7 Conclusions

Blockchains evolve in a very complex environment. Differently, from the classical
distributed systems where faults are considered to appear in isolation and to
affect the same node of the system during the whole computation, in blockchains
environments faults do not follow the same pattern. Blockchains have to face in
the same time classical pattens of faults such as crash faults, transient faults,
Byzantine faults but also attacks, dynamic faults, churn and selfish or ratio-
nal/irrational behaviors. Therefore, before addressing the algorithmic core of
blockchains a fully characterization of the adversarial environment is necessary.
Interestingly, faults and errors in most of the cases (even in classical distributed
system) have only a verbose definition. When systems have to be resealed for an
industrial or critical economical use automatic verifications and mathematical
proofs are necessary. Therefore, verbose definitions are not precise enough. In
this paper we discuss five important challenges in this area. The first challenge
will be to explore and formalize blockchains robustness. The second challenge
will be to formally define universal abstractions for characterizing blockchains
consistency. The third challenge will be to provide new correct-by-construction
abstractions for agreement in blockchains. The effectiveness of these building
blocks will be insured by a formal verification and proof using formal methods
tools. The fourth challenge is to develop optimized overlays and communication
primitives for blockchains resilient to nodes churn, various attacks and adversary
dynamic behaviors and target to avoid the partition or the sink of the system in
a tragedy of commons. Finally, the formalization of blockchains interoperability
is the fifth challenge.
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